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Notation: 
''p <! q'' = ''universally, p < q'' 

= "for all parameter values allowed for natural languages, p < q" 
''p !< q'' = ''p is not less than q'' 
"p ! (<!) q" ="it is not the case that universally p < q" 
(?replace with modal operators over "the set of all possible phonologies"?) 
-- after seeping ambiguities in R4, I now vote yes 

(?set default meaning of "<" to "<!" and use a special symbol for the 
language-particular case?) 

By convention, <, <=, !<, !<= are used here in preference to their > 
counterparts for standardization and ease of comparisons; "P < q" has the 
advantage over "P > q" that it agress with the number line convention 
that puts lesser numbers on the left (and it minimizes typographical 
confusion with the transition "->" and implication "=>" symbols) 

X,Y =full segments 
x,y = values along feature dimensions 
WF = well-formedness 
TP = transition penalty for transitions 
W = well-formedness of full segments 
T = transition penalty for full segment transitions 
B = total benefit for full segment transitions 
w = contribution to well-formedness along one feature dimension 
t = contribution to transition penalty from one feature dimension 
b = contribution to benefit of transition from one feature dimension 

Desired Results: 
Rl: Labials float before coronals (in a given syl pas) 
R2: Codas assimilate before onsets (for given segmental content) 
R3: Coronals assimilate before labials (in a given syl position/codas) 
R4: Universal syllable structure typology: 

CV, (C)V, CV(C), (C)V(C); *VC, *V(C), *V, *CVC, *(C)VC 

Postulates: 
syllable positions are s = (ons, cod) 
consonants are represented along two dimensions: 

skeletal tier: c = (C, -C) 
POA: p = (cor, lab, -P) 

dist(O, -P) < dist(O,cor) < dist(O,lab) 
dist(cor, -P) < dist(lab, -P) 

a deleted segment is [-C -P] 
an assimilated segment is [C -P] 
a floated segment is either [-C cor] or [-C lab] 
an unassimilated segment is either [C cor] or [C lab] 

WF of skeletal tier is dependent on syllable position: 
w ons(c) != w cod(c) 

WF of POA is independent of syllable position: 
w_ons(p) = w_cod(p) := w(p) 

w(x) = h(dist(x,O)), h monotonically decreasing, 0 

=> labials are more marked than coronals: 
w (lab) < w (cor) 

"origin" 

codas prefer to be empty and onsets prefer not to be empty: 
w cod(C) < w cod(-C) 
w-ons(-C) < w-ons(C) 

in addition, we-assume 
w_cod(C) < w_ons(C) 

'prefer onsets' is stronger than 'prefer less marked POA': 
w_ons(C) - w_ons(-C) >! w(-P) - w(p) (for all p) 

the skeletal and POA dimensions combine linearly in WF: 
W_s([c p]) = w_s(c) + w(p) 

TP along both skeletal tier and POA dims. are independent of syllable pas.: 
t_s(cl -> c2) := t(cl -> c2) 
t_s(pl -> p2) := t(pl -> p2) 

TP for no change in value x along any dimension is zero: 
t(x -> x) = 0 

Otherwise, TP is positive; if x andy are two distinct values on a dim.: 
t(x -> y) > 0 

t(x -> y) = f(dist(x,y)), f monotonically increasing 

=> t(cor -> -P) <! t(lab -> -P)] 
= [b(cor -> -P) - b(lab -> -P)] - w s(C)*[ 

the skeletal and POA dimensions combine linearly in TP: 
T([cl pl] -> [c2 p2]) = t(cl -> c2) + t(pl -> p2) 

Let X, Y be full segments in syllable position s: 
X s -> Y s iff B(X s -> Y s) > 0, where 
B(X_s ->-Y_s) := W=s(Y) --w_s(X) - W_s(X)*T_s(X -> Y) 

Define: 
Let x, y be values along a single dimension in a given syllable position s: 
b(x -> y) := w_s(y) - w_s(x) - w_s(x)*t(x -> y) 

to avoid pathologies with transition penalties arising from the W*T term: 
all W and w functions are strictly positive 

b(x -> y) = g(dist(x,y)), g monotonically decreasing 
"benefits of larger transitions are greater" 
[this is motivated to avoid the "tata problem", a sort of 'ultraviolet 
catastrophy' • the well-formedness increase from larger transitions is 
larger: there are lots and lots of harmonic large transitions (e.g., 
XYZ •• -> tata •• ), and something must block them. it is not enough to assert 
that the TP is greater for greater transitions; what is needed is the 
stronger condition that B decrease for greater transitions. assuming 
that b monotonically increases entails that t does, so only two not three 
assumptions concerning the monotonic behavior of w, t, & b are needed] 

Formalization of Desired Results: 

"Labials float before coronals" means: 
The set of parameters generating languages in which labials float is a 
proper subset of those in which coronals float; thus there are languages in 
which both labials and coronals float, those in which labials float but 
coronals don't, those in which neither float, but no languages in which 
coronals float and labials don't. 

Thus "labials float before coronals" means that 
the cases allowed are: 

both labials and coronals float: 
0 < B(floating a coronal), 0 < B(floating a labial) 

labials but not coronals float: 
B(floating a coronal) < 0 < B(floating a labial) 

neither labials nor coronals float: 
B(floating a coronal) < 0, B(floating a labial) < 0 

and the case prohibited is: 
coronals but not labials float: 

B(floating a labial) < 0 < B(floating a coronal) 
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Note that this is the state of affairs if 
0 !{<!} B(floating a coronal) <! B(floating a labial} !{<!} 0 

The first condition, 0 !<! B(floating a coronal), is easily achieved, 
assuming TPs can be arbitrarily high; this is enough to ensure that 
the B for any transition can be arbitrarily low, in particular, <0 

The last condition, B(floating a labial) !{<!I 0, is also easily achieved, 
assuming TPs can be arbitrarily small; then, as long as a transition 
X-> Y is harmonic [W(YJ > W(X)], we can choose 
0 < T(X -> Y) < W(Y) - W(X), which entails that 0 < B(X -> Y) 

Thus, assuming that TPs can be arbitrarily large or small, "labials float 
before coronals" is entailed by the universal inequality condition: 

B(floating a coronal) <! B(floating a labial) 

The same analysis applies to R2 and R3. 

R4 is more complex. Each syllable structure type is of the form: aVb, 
where a,b ~ { O, C, (C} I. The meaning of these are: 

0: segment prohibited 
C: segment required 
(C) : optional segment (neither prohibited nor required) 

The third case (C) is the case when neither of the first two obtain. 
In other words: 

0: all segments delete and segments never insert into an empty position 
C: no segments delete and segments always insert into an empty position 

That is: 
0: [C p] -> [-C -P] (all p} and [-C -P] !-> [C p] (all p} 
C: [C p] !-> [-C -P] {all p} and [-C -P] -> [C p] (some p} 

Thus, in a syllable position s, 
0: 0 < B s([C p] -> [-C -P]) {all p} and B s([-C -P] -> [C p]) < 0 {all p} 
C: B s([C p] -> [-C -P]) < 0 {all p} and 0-< B s([-C -P] -> [C p]) {some p) 

The typology can be characterized as: -
In onset position, *0. 
In coda position, *C. 

Thus the typology is assured if, for every allowed set of parameters: 
B ons([C p] -> [-C -P]) <~ 0 {some p} 
-or 0 <~ B o'ns([-C -P] -> [C p]) {some p} 
("some onset segment can't delete or some segment can insert into onset"; 

in the former case, we can force a non-empty onset by having that 
segment in uf; in the latter, with an empty onset in uf and inserting) 

and 
0 <~ B_cod([C p] -> [-c -P]) {some p) 

orB cod([-C -P] -> [C p]) <~ 0 {all p) 
("some-coda segments can delete or all segments can't insert into coda"; 

in the former case, we can force an empty coda by having a segment in 
uf that deletes; in the latter, with an empty coda in uf) 

Note: 
The temptation to paraphrase R4 as "Codas delete before onsets" should be 
resisted, since we have interpreted that to mean that the set of 
parameters in which codas delete is a subset of those in which onsets 
delete, which is not true, since the parameters govering onset and coda 
deletions are independent of each other. A more accurate paraphrase 
would be "Onsets are never mandatorily empty, nor codas filled." 

Note: 
This analysis assumes that uf -> sf in one step; robustness under further 
iteration is not checked. 

Desired Results formalized: 

Rl: 
B([C cor] - s -> [-C cor] - s) <! B([C lab] s -> [-C lab] S) - -R2: 
B([C p]_ons -> [C -P]_ons) <! B([C p] - cod -> [C -P]_cod), p ~ {cor, lab) 

R3: 
B([C lab] s -> [C -P] s) <! B([C cor] s -> [C -P] s) 

R4: - - - -
for all allowed parameter values: 
B ons([C p] -> [-C -P]) <~ 0 {some p) 
-or 0 <~ B ons([-C -P] -> [C p]) {some p} 

and -
0 <= B cod([C p] -> [-C -P]) {some p} 

or B=cod([-C -P] -> [C p]) <~ 0 {all PI 

Lemmas and remarks: 

we can rephrase 
X s -> Y s iff B(X s -> Y s) > 0, where 
s(x_s ->-Y_s) := W=s(Y) --w_s(XJ - w_s(X)*T_s(X -> Y) 

as 
X s -> Y s iff [W s(Y) - W s(X) ]/W s(X) > T s(X -> Y) 

In English: - - - -
"X -> Y iff the PROPORTIONAL increase in WF exceeds the TP" 

The theory is invariant under simultaneous rescaling of WF and TP but not 
under additive shifts of WF (and/or TP); we have ratio not interval scales 

If W s(X) > W s(Y), then can't have X -> Y; 
"All allowed transitions are harmonic [harmony-increasing]" 

If B(X -> Y) <! 0, then in no language can X -> Y 

As free parameters, b(x -> y) are as good as t(x -> y); 
the constraint 0 <! t(x -> y) becomes: b(x -> y) <=! w(y) - w(x) 

If X and Y differ only in their values x and y along one dimension, then: 
B( X-> Y) <! b( x -> y); 
"benefit of transition in context < isolated benefit" 

For two dimensions: 
B([cl p] -> [c2 p]) =! b(cl -> c2) - w(p)*t(cl -> c2) 
B([c pl] -> [c p2]) ~! b(pl -> p2) - w_s(c)*t(pl -> p2) 
"benefit of a single dimensional transition in context 
~isolated benefit- w(context)*t{transition)" 

For two dimensions: 
B([cl pl] -> [c2 p2]) ~! b(cl -> c2) + b(pl -> p2) 

- w(pl)*t(cl -> c2) - w(c2)*t(pl -> p2) 
"the benefit of two simultaneous dimensional transitions is less than 

the sum of the individual benefits" 

Linear dimensional combination does NOT extend from W and T to B 

t (X -> Y) 
B(X -> Y) 
B(X -> Y) 

t(Y ->X) 
B(Y ->X) + [W(Y) - W(X) ]*[2 + t(X -> Y)] 

-B(Y ->X) - [W(Y) + W(X) ]*t(X -> Y) 

Can't allow both X -> Y and Y -> X 

Theorems: 

Below, all equalities and inequalities are universal. 

Rl: 
We have: 

B( [C cor] s -> [-C cor] s ) 
W s([-C cor]) - W s([C cor]) - W s([C cor])*T([C cor] s -> [-C cor] s) 
w=s (-C) + w (cor) :: w_s (C) - w (cor) - - -
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[w_s(C)+w(cor)]*[t(C ->-C) + t(cor ->cor)] 
w_s(-C) - w_s(C) - w_s(C)*t(C ->-C) - w(cor)*t(C ->-C) 

Thus: 
B( [C lab] s -> [-C lab] s ) 

= w_s(-C) - w_s(C) - w=s(C)*t(C ->-C) - w(lab)*t(C ->-C) 
so: 

B( [C cor] s -> [-C cor] s ) - B( [C lab] s -> [-C lab] s 
= -[w(cor) - w(lab)J*t(c ->-C) - -

[Note that this follows immediately from 
B([cl p] -> [c2 p]) = b(cl -> c2) - w(p)*t(cl -> c2) 

with cl = c, c2 = -c, p ={cor, lab}] 
But this is negative since: 

0 < t(C ->-C) 
w(lab) < w(cor) 

Hence: 
B( [C cor] s -> [-C cor] s ) < B([C lab] s -> [-C lab] s) 

In English: - - - -

R2: 
By 

"transition benefits are less from more WFed initial states, 
and cor is more WF than lab" 

B([c pl] -> [c p2]) = b(pl -> p2) - w s(c)*t(pl -> p2) 
We have: -

B([C p] ons -> [C -P] ons) = b(p -> -P) - w ons(C)*t(p -> -P) 
B([C p]-cod -> [C -P]-cod) = b(p -> -P) - w-cod(C)*t(p -> -P) 
B([C p]-ons -> [C -P]-ons) - B([C p] cod ->-[C -P] cod) 

= -[w-ons(C) - w cod(C) ]*t(p -> -P) -
But this Is negative-since, given that p != -P, 

0 < t(p -> -P) 
w cod(C) < w ons(C) 

Thus - · 
B([C p] ons -> [C -P] ons) < B([C p] cod-> [C -PJ cod) 

In English: - - -

R3: 

"transition benefits are less from more WFed initial states, 
and filled onsets are more WF than filled codas" 

From 
B([c pl] -> [c p2]) = b(pl -> p2) - w_s(c)*t(pl -> p2) 

we have: 
B([C lab] s -> [C -P] s) 
B([C cor]=s -> [C -P]=s) 

so: 

b(lab -> -P) - w s(C)*t(lab -> -P) 
b(cor -> -P) - w=s(C)*t(cor -> -P) 

B([C lab] s -> [C -P] s) - B([C cor] s -> [C -P] s) 

3 

~ [b(lab -> -P) - b(cor -> -P)] - w_s(C)*[t(lab -> -P) - t(cor -> -P)] 
But b(lab -> -P) < b(cor -> -P) ], t(lab -> -P) > t(cor -> -P), and w>O, so 
this is negative, and we conclude 

B([C lab] s -> [C -P] s) < B([C cor] s -> [C -P] s) 
In English:- - - -

R4: 

"the benefit of larger transitions is less" 
(this is true by fiat for a single dimension; the proof shows that 
what is assumed true "out of context" -- for a single dimension -
remains true "in context" -- when other unchanging dimensions are added) 

Monotonicity assn of b along single dimension implies: 
If lab deletes, cor must too 
If lab inserts, lab must too 
Since insertion and deletion are inverse processes X -> Y and Y -> X; 

can't have both, for a given segment and position: in s, 
If p deletes, then p doesn't insert 
If p inserts, then p doesn't delete 

Part I: in onsets, some segment can't delete or some segment can insert; 
we need to show: 

B ons([C p] -> [-C -P]) <~ 0 (some p} 
-or 0 <~ B ons([-C -P] -> [C p]} (some p] 

Assume for contradiction the contrary, that for all p 
0 < B ons([C p] -> [-C -P]) and B ons([-C -P] -> [C p]} < 0 

The second inequality follows from the first since 
0 < B(X -> Y) implies B(Y -> X) < 0; 

so we only need consider the first inequality. It implies 
0 < W ons([-C -P]) - W ons([C -p]) 

=-[w(-P) - w{p)J --[w ons(C) - w ons(-C)] 
But this contradicts the postulate: -

w_ons(C) - w_ons(-C) >! w(-P) - w(p) (for some p} 

[Note: unless we postulate that the empty-onset penalty is universally 
greater than all marked-POA penalties, then R4 does not follow; 
the following set of parameters meet all other postulates, 
but forbid all onsets: ••• ] 

Part II: in codas, some segments can delete or all segments can't insert 
--NOT YET WORKED OUT--

OLD JUNK, OMIT: 
From 

B([cl pl] -> [c2 p2]) =! b(cl -> c2) + b(pl -> p2) 
- w(pl)*t(cl -> c2) - w(c2)*t(pl -> p2) 

we have, for onset deletion, 
B ons([C p] -> [-C -P]) ~ b ons(C ->-C) + b(p -> -P) 
- - w ons(C)*t(P -> -P) - w(p)*t(C ->C) 

Since b ons(C ->-C) < O, and w>O, t>O, the only potentially positive 
term on-the RHS is b(p -> -P). If this is sufficiently large, then [C p] 
will be deleted in onsets. 

MUST SHOW THAT FOR ALL PARAMETERS, THIS FAILS FOR SOME p, OR •••• 
If this is true for some p, we have optional 
onsets (typology classes (C)Vb). But there is nothing in the theory [that I 
can see so far!] that REQUIRES b(p -> -P) to be so large as to make the RHS 
positive for all p, hence there are some parameters such that for some p, 

B ons([C p] -> [-C -P]) <= 0 
This establishes the first conjunct needed to prove R4. 

NO!! need a result FOR ALL parameters 

[Note on second disjunct of first conjunct of R4, onset insertion: 
B ons([-C -P] -> [C p]) = b ons(-C ->C) + b(-P -> p) 
- - w ons(C)*t(p -> -P) - w(-P)*t(-C ->C) 

This time, the only positive-term on the RHS is b ons(-C ->C). If 
this is large enough for some p to overcome the other three negative 
terms, then [C p] can be inserted into an empty underlying onset; this 
is necessary for the case of required onsets. There is nothing in 
the.theory requiring this, so onsets are not universally required, 
and so the typological classes (C)Vb are admitted.] 


